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Abstract

We investigate the model checking problem for a class of petri nets using
net unfoldings. Net unfoldings are a well studied partial order semantics for
petri nets and are well-suited for modeling concurrent and distributed sys-
tems. We consider the problem of model checking LTL-X (LTL without the
next time operator) with fairness assumptions for the classof one-safe petri
nets. Recently, in [1] the authors have proposed a new technique for LTL
model checking that exploits the partial order semantics ofthese net unfold-
ings. We propose a technique for incorporating fairness assumptions as part
of the model while checking LTL properties. Fairness assumptions are of-
ten necessary for faithfully modeling a distributed computation. Our method
extends the model checking algorithm presented by the authors in [1] and
draws machinery from petri net theory and automata theory. Our method has
the advantage that it is linear in the number of fairness assumptions and the
size of the unfolding developed. Thus, it is practical to check large structures
with underlying fairness assumptions.

1 Introduction

Net unfoldings [2], [3] are a well-studied partial order semantics for specifying the
behavior of large concurrent and distributed systems. Theyhave the advantage that
they can be used to model large state spaces exploiting the partial order seman-
tics of these systems. In a seminal paper [2], McMillan proposed a method for
constructing the finite prefix of an unfolding, which maintains complete informa-
tion about the unfolding. The finite prefix of petri net systems which model large
concurrent systems can be exponentially much more succinctas compared to the
corresponding Kripke structure (reachability graph) and can be effectively used for
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model checking properties of systems. The model checking problem can be for-
mulated as follows: Given a net system� and a formula in LTL-X (without the
next time operator) specifying the property of interest, wewould like to verify if
the model satisfies the property. In [1], [4] the authors present an elegant algo-
rithm for model checking LTL-X using net unfoldings. The approach is based on
automata-theoretic approachto model checking.

The automata theoretic approach to model checking translates the model check-
ing problem into an automata-theoretic problem. Given a structure�, the approach
translates the structure� into a corresponding automatonA� such that the lan-
guage accepted by the automatonA� is exactly the set ofrunsof the correspond-
ing structure�. It is well known that given an LTL formula', we can construct a
Büchi automatonA:', to accept the set of words which do not satisfy the formula' [5] . We can then construct a composite automatonAompose = A� � A:',
which is the synchronized product of the Kripke structureA� and the property
automatonA:'. The composite automaton,Aompose accepts the intersection of
languages ofA� andA:', denoted byL(A�) \ L(A:'). Thus, the composite
automaton accepts only thoseruns of the original Kripke structure�, which do
not satisfy the property'. Thus, the problem of checking if the model satisfies the
property reduces to checking the nonemptiness of the composite automaton. How-
ever, this approach has the disadvantage that it requires the explicit construction of
the Kripke structure which is exponential in the size of�. Thus, the approach does
not scale well in practise.

In [1], the authors exploit the special structure of the finite prefix of an un-
folding to model check a PLTL formula without explicitly constructing the Kripke
structure of all the reachable markings of the net system. Instead, given the origi-
nal net system� and the property', they construct a composite a net system�:'
by synchronizing the original net system and the Büchi automaton for the negation
of the property, on the set of visible events of the original net system (We adopt
an action based model for model checking LTL formulas). Since the set of visible
events is still small compared to the total set of events of the system, the synchro-
nization does not destroy all the concurrency present in theoriginal system. Then,
the problem of checking if the model� satisfies the property', reduces to check-
ing if the language of the composed automaton is empty, wherelanguage is defined
in some suitable way.

However, the model checking algorithm presented above doesnot take into
consideration fairness constraints which might be imposedon the system to guar-
antee some sort of liveness properties to the system. Fairness constraints are often
necessary for faithfully modeling a distributed system. For example, it is often
desired that if a process is enabledinfinitely oftenthen it is executed infinitely of-
ten. The traditional approach for LTL model checking with underlying fairness
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assumptions exploits the fact that fairness assumptions are themselves expressible
in LTL. Thus, given a property' and fairness constraints expressed asfairness,
we instead check for the formulafairness ) '. However, this algorithm is ex-
ponential in the number of fairness constraints and does notscale well in practise
for systems with large number of fairness constraints.

We present an alternative technique for incorporating fairness constraints di-
rectly as part of the model, rather than the formula. Our method makes use of the
automata-theoretic approach to model checking as well as the partial order seman-
tics of net unfoldings. We express fairness assumptions as asubset of the set of
visible events, which have to be fairly fired. Our method has the advantage that the
size of the Büchi automaton for the property' is still small and independent of the
number of fairness constraints. Our algorithm is linear in the number of fairness
constraints and the size of the finite prefix. Thus, it is practical to model check
large structures with underlying fairness constraints.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, wepresent some
definitions related to petri nets and unfoldings. Section 3 describes the syntax of the
logic (LTL) and an outline of the automata-theoretic approach for model checking
LTL formulas. In Section 4, we present our approach for modelchecking petri net
systems under fairness assumptions. Our approach is based on unfoldings and is a
modification of the approach presented in [1]. Finally, we present a summary of
our results with future directions of work in Section 6.

2 Petri net definitions

In this section, we briefly review some of the basic definitions related to petri nets.
A more detailed description is given in [3].

Petri nets. A net is a triple(P; T; F ), whereP andT are disjoint sets of places
and transitions, respectively, andF is a function(P � T ) [ (T � P ) ! f0; 1g.
Places and transitions are generically callednodes. If F (x; y) = 1 then we say
that there is an arc fromx to y. The presetof a nodex, denoted by�x, is the
set fy 2 P [ T jF (y; x) = 1g. The postsetof x, denoted byx�, is the setfy 2 P [ T jF (x; y) = 1g. In this paper we consider only nets in which ev-
ery transition has a nonempty preset and a nonempty postset.A markingof a net(P; T; F ) is a mappingP ! N (whereN denotes the natural numbers including
0). We identify a markingM with the multiset containingM(p) copies ofp for
everyp 2 P . For instance, ifP = fp1; p2g andM(p1) = 1,M(p2) = 2, we writeM = fp1; p2; p2g.

A markingM enables a transitiont if it marks each placep 2 �t with a token,
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i.e. if M(p) > 0 for eachp 2 �t. If t is enabled atM , then it can fire or occur,
and itsourrene leads to a new markingM 0 , obtained by removing a token
from each place in the preset oft, and adding a token to each place in its postset;
formally,M 0(p) =M(p)�F (p; t)+F (t; p) for every place p. For each transitiont the relation�!t is defined as follows:M �!t M 0 if t is enabled atM and its
occurrence leads toM 0.

A 4-tuple� = (P; T; F;M0) is anet systemif (P; T; F ) is a net andM0 is a
marking of(P; T; F ) (called theinitial marking of �). A sequence of transitions� = t1t2 : : : tn is anoccurrence sequenceif there exist markingsM1;M2; : : : ;Mn
such that M0 �!t1 M1 �!t2 : : :Mn�1 �!tn MnMn is the marking reached by the occurrence of�, which is also denoted byM0 �!� Mn. A markingM is a reachable markingif there exists an occur-
rence sequence� such thatM0 �!� M . An executionis an infinite occurrence
sequence starting from the initial marking. Thereachability graphof a net sys-
tem� is the labeled graph having the reachable markings of� as nodes, and the�!t relations (more precisely, their restriction to the set of reachable markings) as
edges. For the purpose of analysis, we only consider systemswith finite reachabil-
ity graphs.

A markingM of a net isn-safeif M(p) � n for every placep. A net system is
n-safeif all its reachable markings are n-safe. For the purpose of model checking
LTL properties we restrict our attention to one-safe nets. Figure 3 shows an exam-
ple of a one-safe net system.

Occurrence nets. Let (S; T; F ) be a net and letx andy be two nodes of the net.
We say thatx is causally related toy, denoted byx � y, if there is a path fromx to y. We say thatx andy are in conflict, denoted byx#y, if there is a placez, different fromx andy, such that there are two distinct paths tox andy fromz, which immediately branch atz. Finally, we say thatx andy are concurrent,
denoted byx o y, if neitherx � y nor y � x nor x#y hold. A o-set is a set of
nodesX such thatx o y for everyx; y 2 X.

An occurrence netis a netN = (B;E; F ) satisfying the following three con-
ditions:� for everyb 2 B, j�bj � 1,� F is acyclic,i:e:, the irreflexive transitive closure ofF is a partial order.
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Figure 1: A one-safe net system� N is finitely preceded,i:e:, for everyx 2 B [ E, the set of elementsy 2B [ E such that(y; x) belongs to the (irreflexive) transitive closure ofF is
finite, and� no evente 2 E is in self-conflict.

A place of an occurrence net isminimal if it has no input transitions. Thede-
fault initial marking of an occurrence net puts one token on each minimal place
and none in the rest.

Branching processes. Branching processes are the ”unfoldings” of a net system.
Given a net system� = (S; T; F ), we associate with� a labeled occurrence netN = (B;E; F ), called abranching processof �. The conditions and events ofN
are labeled with places and transitions of�, respectively. We define ahomomor-
phismfrom � toN as a mappingh : S [ T ! B [E such that:� h(B) � S andh(E) � T; and� for every evente 2 E, the restriction ofh to �t is a bijection from�t and�h(t), and similarly fort� andh(t)�.

Informally, h is a mapping that preserves the nature of places and environment
of transitions. We represent a condition as a pair(p; e), wherep is the label of
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Figure 2: An unfolding of the net system shown in Figure 1

the condition ande is the corresponding input event. We use the special symbol? to denote a condition(p;?) which has no input event. Similarly, for an evente = (t;X), t is the label of the event andX is the corresponding co-set of input
conditions.

The set of finite branching processes of a net system� with the initial markingM0 = fs0; s1; : : : ; sng is defined inductively as follows:� (f(s1;?); : : : ; (sn;?)g; �) is a branching process of�,� If (B;E) is a branching process of�, t 2 T , andX � B is a co-set labeled
by �t, then(B [ f(p; e)jp 2 t�g; E [ feg) is also a branching process of�,
wheree = (t;X). If e 62 E, thene is called apossible extensionof (B;E):

Remark. There exists a uniquemaximalbranching process up to isomorphism,
called theunfoldingof �.

Configurations and Cuts. A configurationC of an occurrence netN = (B;E; F )
is a set of events satisfying the following two conditions:� C is causally closed,i:e:, if e 2 C then8e0 � e; e0 2 C, and
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� C is conflict free,i:e:, 6 9e; e0 2 C; such thate#e0.
Given an evente, we call [e℄ = fe0 2 Eje0 � eg the local configurationof e.

We denote byMin(N), the set of minimal places of N. Given a branching process� = (N; p) of a net system�, a configurationC of the branching process is asso-
ciated with a set of conditions called aut, defined as follows:Cut(C) = ((Min(�) [ C�)n�C).
The marking associated with the configurationC, denoted byMark(C) is the setl(Cut(C)), wherel is the labeling function which labels each condition and event
of �, with the corresponding places and transitions of�, respectively.

Given a configurationC, we define* C as the pair(N 0; p0), whereN 0 is the
unique subset ofN whose set of nodes isfxj(9y 2 C : x � y) ^ 8y 2 C ::(x#y)g andp0 is the restriction ofp to the nodes ofN 0. Intuitively, * C denotes
the set of branching processes which can be obtained withMark(C) as the initial
marking of the net system�. Given a configurationC, we denote byC � E the
setC [ E, under the condition thatC [E is a configuration andC \E = �. We
say thatC � E is anextensionof C. LetC1 andC2 be two configurations and letMark(C1) = Mark(C2), then we can define an isomorphismIC2C1 from * C1 to* C2. Intuitively, if two configurationsC1 andC2 lead to the same marking then
the branching processes,* C1 and* C2 are basically the same up to isomorphism.
Thus, for two finite configurationsC1,C2 havingMark(C1) = Mark(C2), we
have an isomorphism from the finite extensions ofC1 to the finite extensions ofC2.

Adequate orders. A partial order� on the finite configurations of the unfolding
of a net system� is anadequate orderif:� � is well-founded,� � is a refinement of�,i.e.,C1 � C2 impliesC1 � C2, and� � is preserved by finite extensions, i.e., ifC1 � C2 andMark(C1) =Mark(C2), then the isomorphismIC2C1 from above satisfiesC1�E � C1�IC2C1 (E) for all finite extensionsC1 �E of C1.
Complete finite prefix. A complete finite prefixF = (B;E; F ) of a net system� = (S; T; F ) is a finite part of the unfolding of� which satisfies the following
properties:
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Figure 3: Configurations and Cuts of the one-safe net system shown in Figure 1� Every reachable marking of the original net system� is a reachable marking
of F .� For every transitiont 2 T , which is enabled in some markingM of �, there
is an evente 2 E labeled witht, such thate is enabled in markingM of F .

We say that the finite prefixF satisfies the completeness property, described above.
Thus, a finite prefix has complete information about the net system and has the ad-
vantage of being exponentially much more succinct than the corresponding Kripke
structure (reachability graph) of the net system. Although, in the worst case the
size of the prefix can be as large as the number of reachable markings of a one-safe
net system, as described in [3]. For the purpose of analysis,we shall restrict our
attention to complete finite prefixes of one safe net systems.

3 Automata theoretic approach to LTL model checking

Linear temporal logic. Linear temporal logic can often be used to describe safety
properties of a system. For a given system, the formulas of linear temporal logic
are interpreted over infinite runs of the system. An infinite run � of the system
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is defined as an infinite sequence of states� = s0; s1; s2; : : : where each statesi
assigns an interpretation to the variables mentioned in theformula.

Given a finite nonempty set of propositionsAP , LTL formulas are defined
inductively as follows:

Every memberp 2 AP , is a formula.
If ' and are LTL formulas, then:', ' ^  , 'U are LTL formulas.

We introduce the following abbreviations defined in the usual way: �' =trueU' (possibly') and�' = :�:' (always'). We also assume the boolean
abbreviations_;) and, are defined in the usual manner.

An LTL formula is interpreted over an infinite word� = xox1x2 : : : over the
alphabet2AP , i.e. a mapping� : N ! 2AP . The mapping is interpreted in the
usual way with the propositions labeling a state astrue, and the rest of the propo-
sitions are interpreted asfalse. We denote by�j , the suffixxjxj+1 : : : holding at
all timest � j. We denote by� j= ', the fact that the run� satisfies the formula'. Then,� j= p, if p 2 x0 is an atomic proposition,p 2 AP ,� j= :', if it is not the case that� j= ',� j= ' ^  , if � j= ' and� j=  ,� j= 'U , if there exists some indexj � 0, such that�j j=  and for alli � j, we have�i j= ',� j= �', if for somej � 0 �j j= ',� j= �', if for all i � 0, �i j= '.

Given a net system� = (S; T; F ), we assignlabels to the set of transitions of
the net system, with the help of a labeling functionL. Given a labeled net system(S; T; F; L), we identify a setV � L of the set of labelsL. Transitions which are
labeled with the set of labels fromV are said to bevisible (observable) transitions
and the rest are calledhiddentransitions. We replace the labels of the hidden transi-
tions with a special value� . Given an infinite occurrence sequence� = t1; t2; : : :,
we define the!-word !(�) = L(t1); L(t2); : : :. Given two!-words!1 and!2,
they are said to bestuttering equivalentif one can be obtained from the other by
stuttering� -transitions only. Given a net system�, and a set of visible transition
labelsV, the set of LTL formulas over� are defined inductively as above with the
set of atomic propositionsAP equal toV. The formulas of LTL over� with the
initial markingM0 are interpreted over the set of!-words (up to stuttering) defined
by all possible occurrence sequences of the net system�. Formally, an executionM0 �!t1 M1 �!t2 : : :, of � satisfies a formula' if the corresponding!-wordL(t1); L(t2); : : : satisfies the formula'. The net system� satisfies', denoted by� j= ', if every execution of� satisfies'. Without loss of generality, we shall
assume that the flow functionF is total, i.e., all executions of� are infinite.
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Automata-theoretic approach to model checking. Given a model (Kripke structure)M and an LTL formula', the traditional automata-theoretic approach to model
checking, consists of the following three steps:� Given the formula', we first construct a Büchi automatonA:' to accept the

negation of'.� Construct a composite automatonAomposite =M �A:', which is defined
as the synchronous product of the model and the Büchi automatonA:'.� The problem of deciding ifM j= ', is reduced to checking the nonemptiness
of language accepted by the composite automaton. We denote the language
accepted by the composite automaton asL(Aomposite). Now,M j= ' iffL(Aomposite) = �

However, the traditional approach requires the explicit construction of the Kripke
structure. For a given one-safe net system�, the Kripke structure is the reacha-
bility graph and might be exponential in the size of�. Thus, this approach is not
directly suitable for application to petri nets. In [1], theauthors present an unfold-
ing based approach for model checking a one-safe net system.Instead of explicitly
constructing the reachable state space of the net system, a composite net system
is constructed by synchronizing the original net system with the Büchi automaton
for the property'. Then the nonemptiness of the language of the composite net
system is tested by constructing complete finite prefixes of the net system. The
finite prefixes so constructed are then checked to satisfy some special conditions.
The original system� satisfies the property' iff these special conditions are met.
We describe in some detail the approach presented in [1]. Themodified procedure
consists of the following three steps:� We first construct a Büchi automatonA:' to accept the negation of'.� We then construct a composite net system�:' by composing the net�

with A:'. The composition is defined as follows: For every states of the
Büchi automatonA:', we add a places to �. For every transitiont of �,
which is labeled byl 2 V, if there is a corresponding transition in the Büchi
automaton of the forms �!l s0, then we add additional arcs so thats 2 �t
ands0 2 t�. Thus, we synchronize the net with the Büchi automaton on the
set ofvisible transitions.� Finally, we check the emptiness of the language accepted by�:',denoted
by L(�:'), where language is defined in some suitable way. The original
net system satisfies', denoted by� j= ' iff L(�:') = �.
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In what follows, we shall refer to the places and transitionsof �:' correspond-
ing to the Büchi automaton asBüchi placesandBüchi transitions. From the above
construction, it is easy to see that� 6j= ' if there exists an occurrence sequence
of �:', such that a final state of the Büchi automaton is visited infinitely often.
Let I denote the set of places of�:' which correspond to final states of the Büchi
automaton. We have the following definitions.

Definition 1. Infinite Trace Monitors and Livelock Monitors� The setIT of infinite trace monitorsis the set of transitionsftjt� \ I 6=� ^ L(t) 2 Vg, i:e:, IT denotes the set of visible transitions which visit a
final state of the Büchi automaton.� The setIL of livelock monitorsis defined as the set of transitionst such that
there exist statess; s0 of the Büchi automatonA:' such thats 2 �t; s0 2 t�
andA:' accepts an infinite sequence of invisible transitions froms0 andL(t) 2 V.

We now define the notion of illegal!-traces and illegal livelocks.

Definition 2. Illegal !-Traces and Illegal Livelocks� An illegal !-traceof �:' is an infinite occurrence sequence� = t0; t1; : : :
such thatti 2 IT for infinitely many indicesi.� An illegal livelockof�:' is an infinite occurrence sequence� = t0; t1; : : : ; ti; ti+1; : : :
such thatti 2 IL, andti+k 2 TnV.

The main result of [1] is Theorem 1.

Theorem 1. Let� be a labeled net system, and' be a LTL formula. We say that� satisfies the formula', denoted by� j= ', iff �:' has no illegal!-traces and
no illegal livelocks.

Intuitively, an illegal!-trace corresponds to a run of the Büchi automatonA:'
in which some final state is visited infinitely often. An illegal livelock, on the other
hand, corresponds to a run in which there are only finitely many visible transitions.
Thus, any infinite run of�:' is accepting iff there are infinitely many visible tran-
sitions in the run and no final state ofA:' is visited infinitely often along the run.
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4 LTL model checking under fairness assumptions

Fairness assumptions are often necessary for faithfully modeling distributed sys-
tems with the usual interleaving semantics. In semantics ofPetri nets, a branching
process can represent an individual process while the unfolding represents a set of
branching processes, namely, a distributed computation. It is usually desired that
if a process is enabledinfinitely often, it is executedinfinitely often. The above
condition is called asstrong fairness. In the remainder of this section, we shall
formally define the various forms of fairness assumptions and present an alterna-
tive approach to handle them. Since, we follow the action based model, we shall
restrict our attention to fair transitions. Many forms of fair transition systems have
been proposed in the literature. A fair transition system includes a set of compas-
sionate transitions also calledstrongly fair transitionsand a set of just transitions
also calledweakly fair transitions. A strongly fair transition requirement for a
transitiontmeans that ift is enabled infinitely often, it is executed infinitely often.
On the other hand, a weakly fair transition imposes the restriction that if t is en-
abled continuously, it is eventually executed. In temporallogic notation, fairness
requirements are path properties expressible as follows:� �(��e-enabled ) �e-exeuted), for weak fairness meaning thatif evente is continuously enabled, it will be eventually executed.� �(��e-enabled) �e-exeuted), for strong fairness meaning thatif evente is infinitely often enabled, it will be eventually executed.1

In the past, various methods have been presented to cope withfairness as-
sumptions when model checking LTL under fairness assumptions. The traditional
approach for handling fairness assumptions exploits the property that fairness as-
sumptions are expressible in LTL. Thus, if fairness assumptions are expressible asfairness and the desired property is expressible asproperty in LTL, the model
is verified by checking the formulafairness) property. However, this method
has the disadvantage that the size of the Büchi automaton for the formula can be
exponential in the size of the formula. An alternative approach for model checking
B event systems under fairness assumptions is presented in [6]. This approach
directly checks the model for the property by incorporatingthe fairness assump-
tions as part of the model rather than the formula to be checked. However, there
exists no previous work, to the best of our knowledge, which applies this approach
to petri nets and unfoldings. We present an approach for directly checking LTL
properties under fairness assumptions using net unfoldings, without including its

1Notice that we adopt a slightly different notion of strong fairness, but, our definition of strong
fairness is more restrictive and implies the usual definition of a strongly fair transition.
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specification in the LTL formula. In what follows, we shall use events and transi-
tions interchangibly.

Let � = (P; T; F; l;M0) be a labeled petri net system, whereP andT denote
the set of places and transitions,F : (P � T ) [ (T � P ) ! f0; 1g is the flow
function, l : P [ T ! L is the labeling function, andM0 is the initial marking.
Let us denote by�f = (�;H), whereH � L is a set of strongly fair transitions,
the fair petri net system consisting of a set of additional strongly fair transitions.
Here, we do not distinguish between strong fairness and weakfairness, since weak
fairness is a particular case of strong fairness. Before we introduce our algorithm,
we have the following definition.

Definition 3. A cycleMi �!ei Mi+1 �!ei+1 : : : �!en Mn (in the reachability
graph of�), whereMn = Mi, is a fair exiting cyclewith respect to a fairness
hypothesish, if there there exists a transitiont (t 2 Th) s.t. l(t) = h and furthert
is a cycle exiting transition, and for allj 2 [i; n℄, l(ei) 6= h.

In words, a fair exiting cycle for a fairness hypothesish is the one which does
not contain anyh labeled transition and further it has some cycle exiting transition
labeled ash. Intuitively, a fair exiting cycle violates the fairness assumption, thus,
it trivially satisfies the LTL formulafairness) property.

The setTH of transitions, corresponding to the setH, is the set of eventsfejl(e) 2 Hg. We call an individual member ofH, a fairness hypothesis. The
setTh of fair transitions for a given fairness hypothesish 2 H, is the set of eventse such thatl(e) = h and furthere is acycle exiting transition

We have the following result:

Theorem 2. Let�f = (�;H) be a fair net system ,where� is a one safe labeled
net system andH is a set of strong fairness assumptions. Let' be a LTL formula
expressing the property. We say that�f satisfies' under the set of fairness as-
sumptions, denoted by�f j= ', if and only if the following two conditions are
satisfied:� � does not have a non-fair exiting accepting cycle, i.e.,� does not have an

illegal !-trace which satisfies the fairness constraints.� � has no illegal livelocks.

Proof. The outline of the proof is shown below.

(If direction). We say that� satisfies' (without the fairness constraints), de-
noted by� j= ', if it has no illegal!-traces and no illegal livelocks (this follows
directly from Theorem 1). We now restrict our attention to fair executions of�.
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We say that an illegal!-trace� is fair provided it executes some Büchi transition
infinitely often and additionally satisfies the fairness constraint, ı.e., for a given
fairness hypothesish, if some transition labeledh is enabled infinitely often during
the execution of� then some transition labeledh is executed infinitely often in�. It
easily follows from the definition of a fair illegal!-trace and the proof of Theorem
1, that the fair net system�f satisfies', denoted by�f j= ', if it has no fair illegal!-traces and illegal livelocks.

(Only-if direction). From Theorem 1 it follows that if� has no illegal livelocks
and illegal!-traces, then� (not�f ) satisfies' . We note that non-fair!-traces do
not satisfy the fairness constraints. Thus, they are trivially accepted since we only
restrict our attention to fair executions of�. Moreover, the set of illegal livelocks
and illegal!-traces is disjoint (by definition). Thus, it follows that if� has no fair
illegal !-trace and no illegal livelocks (we are only allowing non-fair !-traces),
then the fair net system�f satisfies'.

Thus, we only restrict our attention to fair illegal!-traces and illegal livelocks
of �. In the next section we give a procedure for generating a tableau which can
be efficiently used for detecting fair illegal!-traces and illegal livelocks.

5 Tableau system

We showed in Section 4 that the model checking problem for thefair net system�f = (�;H), with H as the set of fairness assumptions, can be reduced to the
detection of fair illegal!-traces and illegal livelocks. We also note that both these
conditions are mutually exclusive by definition, thus the existence of one is not
affected by the other. The tableau generation procedure outlined in this section is
similar to the one outlined in [1]. We have modified the procedure for detecting
illegal !-traces to identify fair!-traces only. The procedure for detecting illegal
livelocks remains essentially unchanged, since both theseconditions are mutually
exclusive.

5.1 Tableau system for fair illegal!-trace problem

We present an algorithm for the detection of fair illegal!-traces using the notion
of total adequate orders for one-safe petri nets. Total adequate orders for one-safe
nets have been proposed in [1] [4]. Our algorithm takes as a parameter the total
adequate order� and outputs the tableau constructed. A tableau is essentially a
complete finite prefix which satisfies some additional constraints.
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Definition 4. An evente of a branching process BP is called a repeat (with re-
spect to�) if BP contains another processe0, called the image ofe, such thatMark([e℄) = Mark([e0℄) and one of the following two exclusive conditions are
met:� (Type I)e0 < e� (Type II):(e0 < e), [e0℄ � [e℄, and#I [e0℄ � #I [e℄: (#I(C) for a configura-

tionC denotes the no. ofBüchi eventsin C).

A terminal is a minimal repeat with respect to the causal relation,i.e, a repeate is a terminal if the unfolding of� contains no other evente0 such thate0 < e.
A repeate with imagee0 is said to be successful if it is of type I (i.e. it satisfies
condition I) and additionally[e℄n[e0℄ forms a non-fair exiting cycle.

A tableau is a branching process BP such that for every possible extension of
BP one of the immediate causal predecessors is a terminal. The tableau is called
successful if it contains a successful terminal.

The tableau generation procedure is similar to the one presented in [1]. How-
ever, we have modified the procedure to detect fair!-traces. Intuitively, a tableau
represents a complete finite prefix in which the terminals represent the cut-off
events. In the case of terminals of type I, we havee0 < e and further[e℄n[e0℄
forms a non-fair exiting accepting cycle. Thus, we have a finite witness of a fair
illegal !-trace since the configuration[e℄n[e0℄ can now be pumped infinitely often
to get an infinite trace which is fair and visits a final state ofthe Büchi automaton
infinitely often. In other words, sinceMark([e℄) = Mark([e0℄) ande0 happened
beforee and the configuration[e℄n[e0℄ contains an I-event and also satisfies the fair-
ness constraints, we can now pump the configuration[e℄n[e0℄ infinitely often to get
a fair!-trace. The second condition is required for completeness and we refer the
reader to [1] for a more detailed discussion.

Theorem 4. Let � be a tableau constructed for a net system� according to the
total adequate order�, then� contains a fair illegal!-trace iff � is successful.

Proof. The soundness of the theorem is straightforward. Let� be a tableau con-
structed by the above procedure. Now if� is successful then it contains a success-
ful terminal (of type I). Lete be a successful terminal of type I and lete0 be the
corresponding image ofe. By condition I, we havee0 < e and [e℄n[e0℄ forms a
non-fair exiting accepting cycle,i.e., the configuration[e℄n[e0℄ contains an I-event
and additionally satisfies the fairness constraints. Sincethe markings of[e0℄ and[e℄
coincide, we now pump the configuration[e℄n[e0℄, between markingsMark([e0℄)
andMark([e℄), infinitely often. Thus, we have a fair illegal!-trace. The proof
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of completeness follows directly from [1] since conditionsI and II are mutually
exclusive. Intuitively, condition II ensures that if C is a configuration which sat-
isfies condition II and is a witness of an illegal!-trace then there exists another
configurationC 0 < C which is also a witness of the illegal!-trace. The same
holds for a fair illegal!-trace. Since the set of configurations is well-founded we
will eventually terminate in a configuration satisfying condition I.

5.2 Tableau system for illegal livelock problem

In this section, we provide a description of the tableau construction procedure for
the illegal livelock problem. The procedure is essentiallythe same as presented
in [1] (since the detection of illegal!-traces and illegal livelocks are disjoint by
definition). However, we review some of the basic definitionsand outline the main
procedure for completeness sake.

Definition 5. A marking M belongs to the set CP of checkpoints of� if M =Mark([e℄) for some non-terminal evente of the complete prefix of� labeled by a
transition ofIL.

Let fM1;M2; : : : ;Mng be the set of checkpoints obtained above. Let�i de-
note the net system� after removing all visible transitions together with incident
arcs, with the initial markingMi.
Definition 6. LetBP1; : : : ; BPn be branching processes of�1; : : : ;�n, respec-
tively. An evente of BPi is a repeat (with respect to�), if there is an evente0 inBPj (j � i), called the image ofe, such thatMark([e℄) =Mark([e0℄) and one of
the following three exclusive conditions are met:� (Type I)j < i,� (Type II)i = j ande0 < e,� (Type III) i = j, :(e0 < e),[e0℄ � [e℄, andj[e0℄j � j[e℄j.

A repeate of BPi is a terminal ifBPi contains no repeate < e0. A repeate
with imagee0 is successful if it is of type II.

A tableau is a tupleBP1; : : : ; BPi of branching processes of�1; : : : ;�n such
that for every1 � i � n and every possible extension ofBPi one of the immediate
causal predecessors is a terminal. The tableau is called successful if it contains a
successful terminal.

We state the following result, without proof:
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Theorem 5. Let � = (BP1; : : : ; BPn) be a tableau constructed for a net system� according to the total adequate order�, then� contains an illegal livelock iff�
is successful.

6 Conclusions and future work

We presented an approach for model checking a petri net system under a set of
fairness assumptions. The model checking problem (for linear temporal logic) for
petri nets is PSAPCE-complete in general [7]. However, our approach is based
on unfoldings of a net system, which can be exponentially much more succinct as
compared to the corresponding Kripke structure (reachability graph), in general.
Thus, our approach has the advantage that although the Kripke structure may be
very large, the unfoldings are typically much smaller. We adopt an action based
model for model checking LTL formulas. Our approach is a modification of the
approach presented in [1]. We present a technique for incorporating the fairness
assumptions as part of the model, rather than the formula. Fairness assumptions
are often necessary for faithfully modeling a distributed computation. The tradi-
tional automata-theoretic approach exploits the fact thatfairness assumptions are
expressible in LTL and checks forfairness) property. We present an alterna-
tive approach for model checking under fairness assumptions without including its
specification in the formula. Our method has the advantage that it is linear in the
number of fairness assumptions and the size of the unfolding. Thus, it is practical
to check large structures with underlying fairness assumptions.
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